be repeated during loops or when CPUs are in the idle state.
These are condensed into a single stack trace with a count.
Linux perf_events can condense profiler output even further: not only identical stack trace samples, but also subsets of stack traces can be coalesced. This is presented as a tree view with counts or percentages for each code-path branch, as shown in figure 1.
In practice, the output summary from either DTrace or perf_events is sufficient to solve the problem in many cases, but there are also cases where the output produces a wall of text, making it difficult or impractical to comprehend much of the profile. 
THE PROBLEM
The problem that led to the creation of flame graphs was application performance on the Joyent public cloud. 3 The application was a MySQL database that was consuming around 40 percent more CPU resources than expected.
DTrace was used to sample user-mode stack traces for the application at 997 Hz for 60 seconds. Even though DTrace printed only unique stack traces, the output was 591,622 lines long, including 27,053 unique stack traces. Fortunately, the last screenful-which included the most frequently sampled stack traces-looked promising, as shown in figure 2.
The most frequent stack trace included a MySQL calc_ sum_of_all_status() function, indicating that it was processing a "show status" command. Perhaps the customer had enabled aggressive monitoring, explaining the higher CPU usage? To quantify this theory, the stack-trace count (5, 530) was divided into the total samples in the captured profile (348,427), showing that it was responsible for only 1.6 percent of the CPU time. This alone could not explain the higher CPU usage. It was necessary to understand more of the profile.
Browsing more stack traces became an exercise in diminishing returns, as they progressed in order from most to least frequent. The scale of the problem is evident in figure   3 , where the entire DTrace output becomes a featureless gray square.
With so much output to study, solving this problem within a reasonable time frame began to feel insurmountable. There had to be a better way.
I created a prototype of a visualization that leveraged the hierarchical nature of stack traces to combine common bulk of the CPU time was consumed in MySQL join, which provided a clue to the real problem. The problem was located and fixed, and CPU usage was reduced by 40 percent.
FLAME GRAPHS EXPLAINED
A flame graph visualizes a collection of stack traces (a.k.a.
call stacks), shown as an adjacency diagram with an inverted icicle layout. 7 Flame graphs are commonly used to visualize CPU profiler output, where stack traces are collected using sampling.
A flame graph has the following characteristics: 3 A stack trace is represented as a column of boxes, where each box represents a function (a stack frame).
3 The y-axis shows the stack depth, ordered from root at the bottom to leaf at the top. The top box shows the function that was on-CPU when the stack trace was collected, and everything beneath that is its ancestry. The function beneath a function is its parent. This is useful for revealing the function name from unlabeled boxes. The percentage also quantifies code paths in the profile, which helps the user prioritize leads and estimate improvements from proposed changes.
Click to zoom
When a box is clicked, the flame graph zooms horizontally. This is useful not just for locating functions, but also for highlighting logical groups of functions-for example, The online flame graph documentation includes instructions for using other profilers. They can also be caused by a conditional statement, which chooses which function to call.
INTERPRETATION EXAMPLE
As an example of interpreting a flame graph, consider the mock one shown in figure 6 . Imagine this is visualizing a CPU profile, collected using timed samples of stack traces (as is typical).
The top edge shows that function g() is on-CPU the most; d() is wider, but its exposed top edge is on-CPU the least. 
OTHER CODE-PATH VISUALIZATIONS
As was shown in figure 1 , Linux perf_events prints a tree of code paths with percentage annotations. This is another type of hierarchy visualization: an indented tree layout. The sunburst layout is equivalent to the icicle layout used by flame graphs, but it uses polar coordinates. 7 While this can generate interesting shapes, there are some difficulties:
function names are harder to draw and read from sunburst slices than they are in the rectangular flame-graph boxes.
Also, comparing two functions becomes a matter of comparing two angles rather than two line lengths, which has been evaluated as a more difficult perceptual task. At Netflix we encountered both problems when attempting to create flame graphs for Java. 6 The first has been fixed by the addition of a JVM (Java Virtual Machine) option-XX:+PreserveFramePointer, which allows Linux perf_ events to capture full stack traces. The second has been fixed using a Java agent, perf-map-agent, 11 which creates a symbol table for Java methods. 
Wakeups
A problem found in practice with off-CPU time flame graphs is that they are inconclusive when a thread blocks waiting for a signal from another thread. We needed information on why the other thread took so long.
A wakeup time flame graph can be generated by tracing thread wakeup events. This includes stack traces from the waker threads, and so they shed light on why they were blocked. This flame-graph type can be studied along with an off-CPU time flame graph for more information on blocked threads.
Chain Graphs
One See the updates section for a list of this work. 5 Finally, thanks to Deirdré Straughan for editing and feedback. 
